Accelerating Promising Practices for Small Libraries (CFDA No. 45.312)

**Purpose:** To assist small and/or rural libraries and archives in serving their communities and building capacity, with a focus on projects that will transform: (1) K-12 school libraries; (2) community memory; or (3) digital inclusion practices.

**Eligibility:** Libraries or library parent organizations responsible for library administration, such as school districts, local governments, state agencies, or academic institutions.

**Funding:** $1.25 million; awards between $10,000 and $50,000.

**Deadline:** 12/2/2019.

**Contact:** Jill Connors-Joyner, (202) 653-4791, jconnors-joyner@imls.gov or James Neal, (202) 653-4740, jneal@imls.gov.

Accountable Institutions and Behavior (CFDA No. 47.075)

**Purpose:** To fund basic scientific research of issues broadly related to attitudes, behavior, and institutions connected to public policy and providing public services; such as electoral processes and voting, political institutions, and individual and group decision-making.

**Eligibility:** Unrestricted.

**Funding:** Not specified.

**Deadline:** 1/15/2020.

**Contact:** Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

AmeriCorps State and National Grants, FY 2020 (CFDA No. 94.006)

**Purpose:** To engage AmeriCorps members in evidence-based or evidence-informed services that will strengthen communities.

**Eligibility:** Native American tribal governments and organizations; public, state, and private institutions of higher education; state, county, special district, city, or township governments; nonprofits with or without 501(c)(3) status with the IRS (other than institutions of higher education); public or Indian housing authorities; and independent school districts.

**Funding:** Not specified.

**Deadline:** 1/8/2020.

**Contact:** (202) 606-7508, americorpsgrants@cns.gov.

Collaborative Science, Technology, and Applied Research (CSTAR) Program (CFDA No. 11.468)

**Purpose:** To improve the accuracy of environmental hazard forecasts and warnings by partnering with operation forecasters and academic institutions to research areas of interest to the operational meteorological community.

**Eligibility:** Institutions of higher education and other nonprofits.

**Funding:** $600,000; awards between $75,000 and $150,000.

**Deadline:** 11/20/2019.

**Contact:** Christopher Hedge, (301) 427-9242, christopher.hedge@noaa.gov.

Ethical and Responsible Research (CFDA Nos. 47.041, 47.049, 47.050, 47.070, 47.074, 47.075, 47.076, and 47.079)

**Purpose:** To fund research projects that answer NSF questions in order to identify the (1) effective factors in forming ethical STEM researchers and (2) methods for developing those factors in all NSF-funded STEM fields.

**Eligibility:** Academic institutions on behalf of faculty; and nonprofit, non-academic organizations and independent museums, including observatories, research laboratories, professional societies, and similar organizations.

**Funding:** $3.55 million.

**Deadline:** 2/24/2020.

**Contact:** Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Experienced Services (CFDA No. 15.682)

**Purpose:** To recruit and utilize the skills and experiences of Americans at least age 55 to assist with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service projects.

**Eligibility:** Nonprofits with 501(c)(3) status with the IRS (other than institutions of higher education) that may receive grants under Title V of the Older Americans Act of 1965.

**Funding:** Not specified; awards between $25,000 and $2 million.

**Deadline:** 11/15/2019.

**Contact:** Tracy McCleaf, (304) 876-7781, tracy_mccleaf@fws.gov.
Higher Education Challenge (HEC) Grants Program (CFDA No. 10.217)

**Purpose:** To address local, state, regional, national, or international educational needs and improve food and agricultural science programs by (2) using nontraditional methods and (2) creating better working relationships between the university science and education community, and/or the private sector.

**Eligibility:** Public or private nonprofit colleges and universities offering baccalaureate or first professional degrees in at least one discipline or area of food, agriculture, natural resources, and human sciences (FANH); land-grant colleges and universities; colleges and universities with significant minority enrollments and demonstrable capacity to teach food and agricultural sciences; and other colleges and universities with demonstrable capacity to teach food and agricultural sciences.

**Funding:** $45 million; awards between $30,000 and $750,000.

**Deadline:** 3/23/2020.

**Contact:** (202) 401-5048, electronic@nifa.usda.gov.

Hispanic-Serving Institutions—Education Grants Program (CFDA No. 10.223)

**Purpose:** To assist undergraduate and graduate students from underrepresented groups in pursuing careers related to food, agriculture, natural resources, and human sciences (FANH), support FANH-degree programs, and provide access to FANH careers.

**Eligibility:** Hispanic-Serving Institutions.

**Funding:** $8.8 million; awards between $50,000 and $1 million.

**Deadline:** 1/30/2020.

**Contact:** (202) 401-5048, electronic@nifa.usda.gov.

Human Networks and Data Science (CFDA No. 47.075)

**Purpose:** To advance social, behavioral, and economic science by developing user-friendly, large-scale, next-generation databases and analytic techniques that will enable new types of data-intensive research.

**Eligibility:** Unrestricted.

**Funding:** $4.5 million.

**Deadline:** 2/24/2020.

**Contact:** Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Improving Undergraduate STEM Education: Education and Human Resources (CFDA No. 47.0476)

**Purpose:** To advance STEM programs in undergraduate education by distributing recent advances in STEM, incorporating evidence-based practices, implementing institutional improvement, and/or replicating research studies.

**Eligibility:** Unrestricted.

**Funding:** $63 million; awards between $300,000 and $3 million.

**Deadline:** 12/4/2019.

**Contact:** Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Law & Science (CFDA No. 47.075)

**Purpose:** To advance the scientific theory and knowledge about how the law, legal institutions, and/or legal processes connect to and interact with (1) human behavior and/or (2) the basic sciences.

**Eligibility:** Institutions of higher education.

**Funding:** $5.5 million.

**Deadline:** 1/15/2020.

**Contact:** Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

NEA Literature Fellowships: Translation Projects, FY 2021 (CFDA No. 45.024)

**Purpose:** To fund projects that translate works of prose, poetry, or drama into English.

**Eligibility:** Individuals.

**Funding:** Not specified; awards between $12,500 and $25,000.

**Deadline:** 1/15/2020.

**Contact:** Webmgr@arts.gov.

Scholarly Education and Scholarly Translations (CFDA No. 45.161)

**Purpose:** To prepare editions and translations of preexisting and foundational humanities texts (1) that are currently inaccessible to the larger scholarly community and general audiences; or (2) for which only inadequate editions or translations exist.

**Eligibility:** Native American tribal governments; public, state, and private institutions of higher education; state, county, special district, city, or township governments; and nonprofits with 501(c)(3) status with the IRS (other than institutions of higher education).

**Funding:** Not specified; awards of up to $525,000.

**Deadline:** 12/4/2019.

**Contact:** (202) 606-8200, editions@neh.gov.

Science of Science: Discovery, Communication, and Impact (CFDA No. 47.075)

**Purpose:** To fund small grants that are time-critical or high-risk in order to research scientific advances outside of the scope of a single discipline or program in order to increase the public value of scientific activity.
Eligibility: Unrestricted.
Funding: Not specified.
Deadline: 2/10/2020.
Contact: Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Science of Science—Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grants (CFDA No. 47.075)
Purpose: To increase the public value of scientific activity and support basic research in three areas by: (1) increasing the rate of socially beneficial discovery; (2) improving science communication outcomes; and (3) expanding the societal benefits of scientific activity.
Eligibility: Institutions of higher education that have doctoral programs acting on behalf of faculty.
Funding: $100,000.
Deadline: 2/10/2020.
Contact: Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Science and Technology Studies (CFDA No. 47.075)
Purpose: To use historical, philosophical, and social scientific methods to investigate the intellectual, material, and social aspects of STEM disciplines.
Eligibility: Institutions of higher education and nonprofit, non-academic organizations.
Funding: $6.2 million.
Contact: Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace (CFDA Nos. 47.041, 47.049, 47.070, 47.075, and 47.076)
Purpose: To protect and preserve the social and economic benefits of cyber systems while ensuring security and privacy.
Eligibility: Academic institutions on behalf of faculty; and nonprofit, non-academic organizations and independent museums, including observatories, research laboratories, professional societies, and similar organizations.
Funding: $53 million; awards between $50,000 and $1.2 million.
Deadline: Proposals accepted anytime.
Contact: Grantsgovsupport@nsf.gov.

State Offices of Rural Health Coordination and Development Program (SORHCDP) (CFDA No. 93.155)
Purpose: To build the capacity of State Offices of Rural Health and rural stakeholders and improve rural health services by strengthening leadership, increasing collaboration opportunities, and providing education on changes on policy and health issues.
Eligibility: Public, private, and nonprofit organizations, including faith- and community-based organizations; state governments and agencies; universities and colleges; research institutions; hospitals; local governments; and Native American tribes and tribal organizations.
Funding: $750,000.
Contact: Victoria Leach, (301) 945-3988, vleach@hrsa.gov.